Need for amplitude analysis in the discovery of new hadrons
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We highlight the need for the development of comprehensive amplitude analysis methods to further our understanding of hadron spectroscopy. Reaction amplitudes constrained by first principles of S-matrix theory and by QCD phenomenology are needed to extract robust interpretations of the data from experiments and from lattice calculations.

In the last two decades, high-energy physics experiments have delivered a lot of unexpected exotic hadron resonances, that challenge the minimal quark model lore of baryons with three quarks and mesons with a quark-antiquark pair. Candidates for tetraquarks, pentaquarks, molecules, and hadrons with gluonic degrees of freedom have been found [1, 2]. Establishing the existence of isolated resonances that go beyond the minimal quark model is just the first step; one needs to identify the complete multiplets and study the differences and similarities among their members. This would provide insights into the nature of exotic resonances and the inner workings of QCD in the nonperturbative regime. However, a comprehensive and consistent picture of this sector of the spectrum is still missing. Many of
these resonance candidates have been seen in just a single production and decay channel. The analyses at lepton
colliders have been limited by statistics so far. Moreover, measurements often face complications due to the presence
of multibody final states, which makes a model-independent determination of an exotic candidate difficult.

Despite tremendous progress in understanding gauge theories, an analytic solution of QCD in the nonperturbative
regime will not be available in the foreseeable future. At the moment, Lattice QCD represents the most rigorous tool
to calculate observables from first principles, albeit numerically [3]. However, it does not answer how the specific
properties of QCD, as confinement and mass generation, emerge. Ultimately, it does not explain why quarks and
gluons organize themselves in the hadron spectrum in the way we observe it. For this, using other approximate tools
(such as functional methods [4]) and models of QCD (as the quark model, or the holography-inspired description [5])
is required. Together with these top-down approaches, bottom-up strategies are also feasible. We know indeed that
any reaction amplitude in QCD must satisfy a set of general principles, such as unitarity, analyticity, crossing, and
Lorentz symmetries, as well as the specific symmetries of the strong interactions [6]. One can thus write ansätze that
follow these principles as much as possible, at least in a given kinematical domain, and fit to data. If the amplitude
model space is large enough, the resonance properties obtained will be as unbiased as possible.

In this White Paper, we will discuss what is needed to identify and obtain the physical properties of hadron
resonances within the wealth of experimental data that has been produced in recent years and is expected to be
produced in the current and forthcoming experiments. We will focus on the activity of the Joint Physics Analysis Center
(JPAC) as an example of collaboration between theorists and experimentalists, and highlight the most interesting
lines of development for the field in the future.

I. REACTION THEORY AND LINESHAPE STUDIES

The excited spectrum of QCD is composed of states with lifetimes $\lesssim 10^{-21}$ s, which need to be reconstructed from
the energy and angular dependence of their decay products. The measured rates are proportional to the modulus
squared of the reaction amplitude, which encodes the information at the quantum level. While the reaction amplitude’s
angular dependence is determined by the spin of the particles involved, the energy behavior is dynamical.

Despite fifty years of efforts, we do not have a constructive solution of QCD, nor a simple connection between
the interaction at the quark- and hadron-level. Nevertheless, even if no theory of strong interactions was available,
the underlying $S$-matrix must satisfy certain properties. Lorentz invariance requires that the $S$-matrix elements, and
therefore amplitudes, depend on particle momenta only through the Mandelstam invariants. Analyticity (stemming
from causality), unitarity (from probability conservation), and crossing symmetry (proper of relativistic quantum
theories) constitute the so-called $S$-matrix principles. There is a renewed interest in what one can learn from amplitude
properties alone, and if possible, to constrain the space of feasible solutions rather than to look for a unique one.
The new program is thus to postulate ansätze for the amplitudes that depend on a finite number of parameters
and fit them to data. Ideally, one requires the amplitudes to fulfill the constraints given by the $S$-matrix principles,
to obtain physical results as sound as possible. It should be stressed, however, that implementing all the constraints
simultaneously is extremely difficult, and the problem has to be approached on a case-by-case basis, in order to enforce
the constraints that are most relevant for the physics at hand.

A. The light sector

The light hadron sector has been subject to fierce debate for many decades. Resonances are generally broad and
overlap each other: experimental analyses were limited by statistics and often implemented simplistic methods. All
these issues hindered the extraction of robust information. The natures and in some cases even the existence of some
states are still under debate [1].

Quark models play a crucial role in guiding the analysis, predicting the number and properties of states to search
for [7]. However, since we are entering an era of high-statistics experiments, we are now facing the limits of such models.
A complementary path was followed with effective field theories having hadrons as degrees of freedom, in particular
Chiral Perturbation Theory ($\chi$PT) [8]. The low energy constants at a given order can be fixed from experimental
data [9]. However, fixed order effective theories respect unitarity only perturbatively, and cannot produce resonance
poles, if not explicitly incorporated. This problem was circumvented by various unitarization methods ($U\chi$PT), for a
recent review see [10]), at least in the low-energy region. Nevertheless, these methods still suffer from several model
dependencies and approximations. This becomes particularly clear when dealing with light scalars, where all the $S$-
matrix principles play a significant role. This is the main reason why dispersive approaches [11, 12] have been gaining
FIG. 1: Scalar and tensor resonances in \( J/\psi \) radiative decays. Gray points are identified as spurious model artefacts. For each physical resonance and systematic, gray ellipses show the 68% confidence region. Colored ellipses show the final average of all systematic model variations. Figure from [18].

attention in recent years [13]. The combination of dispersion relations with experimental data is able to provide us the most robust information about the lightest mesons [14–17]. Unfortunately, partial wave dispersive analyses are usually applicable only up to \( \sim 1 \) GeV. At a practical level, most of the data at higher energies come from photo-, electro- and hadroproduction, heavy meson decays, peripheral production, or \( e^+e^- \) annihilations. Furthermore, the large number of open channels available makes the rigorous application of unitarity unfeasible. For these reasons, loosening the \( S \)-matrix constraints, and studying a number of phenomenological amplitudes to assess the systematic uncertainties and reduce the model bias seems the appropriate path to follow. In the following, we will discuss some recent successful examples that follow this philosophy and highlight some of the open questions that we need to address in the future.

There are several interesting topics in the light sector. The most fundamental questions concern the existence of resonances where gluons play the role of constituents, as glueball or hybrid mesons [19–21]. The isoscalar-scalar mesons, and -tensor mesons to some extent, have played a central role in this. They can mix with the lightest glueball with the same quantum numbers. In pure Yang-Mills, the spectrum is populated by glueballs, the lightest one expected to be around 1.5–2 GeV [22–24]. In nature, glueball production is expected to be enhanced in processes where quarks annihilate into gluons, like \( p\bar{p} \) collisions or \( J/\psi \) radiative decays. Most of the literature traces the existence of a significant glueball component with the emergence of a supernumerary state with respect to how many are predicted by the quark model [19]. In particular the \( f_0(1370), f_0(1500), f_0(1710) \) in the 1.2–2 GeV region are one more than expected by the quark model, which stimulated an intense work to identify one of them as the glueball.

The \( J/\psi \) radiative decays to \( \pi^0\pi^0 \) and \( K_S^0K_S^0 \) were measured with high precision by BESIII [25, 26]. The partial waves have been analyzed by JPAC according to the bottom-up philosophy mentioned earlier [18]. To assess the model dependence realistically, results were given for 14 different amplitude parametrizations respecting the \( S \)-matrix principles as much as possible. Unitarity was first enforced strictly on the two channels available, then extended to a third unconstrained \( \rho\rho \) channel, which is known to contribute substantially to the resonances in this region. Four scalar and three tensor resonances were identified, and a robust estimate of their statistic and systematic uncertainties was given. The situation is summarized in Fig. 1. The four lightest resonances are determined with great accuracy, which
makes it possible to study their couplings. The \( f_2(1270) \) and \( f'_2(1525) \) couple largely to \( \pi \pi \) and \( K \bar{K} \), respectively, as expected by their quark model assignments. In the scalar sector, it seems that the \( f_0(1710) \) appears in \( J/\psi \to \gamma f_0 \) more strongly than the \( f_0(1500) \). This affinity of the \( f_0(1710) \) to the gluon-rich initial state, together with a coupling to \( K \bar{K} \) larger by one order of magnitude, are hints for a sizeable glueball component.

Hybrid mesons also include gluonic degrees of freedom, which permits to reach quantum numbers forbidden for \( q \bar{q} \) states, as \( J^{PC} = 1^{-+} \). The isovector is supposed to couple to the \( \eta(0) \pi \) system. The first reported hybrid candidate was the \( \pi_1(1400) \) decaying into \( \eta \pi \) [1] was claimed to appear \( \sim 200 \text{ MeV} \) heavier in the \( \rho \pi \) and \( \eta \pi \) channels while the \( \pi_1(1600) \) is closer to theoretical expectations, having two nearby \( 1^{-+} \) hybrids below 2 GeV is problematic [29]. Establishing whether there exist one or two exotic states in this mass region is thus a stringent test for our understanding of QCD in the non-perturbative regime. The lowest partial waves of \( \pi p \to \eta(0) \pi p \) by COMPASS [30] were analyzed by JPAC in [31, 32]. The production amplitude was parametrized following the \( N/D \) formalism [33], which allows to separate the resonance physics from the background processes in a way consistent with the \( S \)-matrix constraints. The dominant \( D \)-wave of \( \eta \pi \) was first studied in the single-channel analysis [31], that identified the \( a_2(1320) \) and its radial excitation \( a'_2(1700) \). The analysis was then extended to coupled channels and to the exotic \( P \)-wave, to investigate the \( \pi_1 \) hybrid candidates, with the \( \eta(0) \pi \) data from COMPASS. The best fit of the nominal model describes well both the \( \pi_1(1400) \) and \( \pi_1(1600) \) peaks. However, the \( P \)-wave amplitude exhibits a single pole, that corresponds to a single hybrid state as expected by theoretical arguments. Possible additional poles have scarce significance and unstable upon systematic checks. The result of the nominal model and of the systematic variations is shown in Fig. 3. The same conclusion is reached by a recent Lattice QCD calculation, albeit at unphysical pion masses [34]. A similar parametrization was also adopted by a subsequent analysis that combines COMPASS and Crystal Barrel data, confirming JPAC’s findings [35]. These analyses reconcile a longstanding disagreement between our theoretical understanding of the light sector and the experimental data.

In the future, these coupled channel analyses will become the standard approach to unravel physics from data. Focusing on the hybrid sector, a major step forward will be studying the high statistics \( 3\pi \) system by COMPASS in a complete analytic and unitary framework [27, 36]. This will require to understand nontrivial production mechanisms, that strongly depend on the momentum transferred, and can distort the resonance line shapes (see Sec. III). Completing the study of the hybrid multiplets is also a long-term goal, and the claim by BESIII of the isosinglet partner of the \( \pi_1 \) opens this new direction (see Fig. 2).
FIG. 3: Positions of the poles identified as the $a_2(1320)$, $\pi_1$, and $a_2'(1700)$. The inset shows the position of the $a_2(1320)$. The green and yellow ellipses show the $1\sigma$ and $2\sigma$ confidence levels, respectively. The gray ellipses in the background show, within $2\sigma$, the different pole positions produced by model variations. Figure from [32].

B. The heavy sector

The unexpected discovery of the $X(3872)$ in 2003 ushered in a new era in hadron spectroscopy [37]. Experiments have claimed a long list of states, collectively called $XYZ$, that appear mostly in the charmonium sector, but do not respect the expectations for ordinary $QQ$ states. An exotic composition is thus likely required [2]. Several of these states appear as relatively narrow peaks in the proximity of open charm thresholds, suggesting that hadron-hadron dynamics can play a role in their formation [2]. Alternatively, QCD-like models also predict the existence of supernumerary states, by increasing the number of quark/gluon constituents [2]. The recent discovery of a doubly-heavy $T_{cc}^+$ [38, 39] and of a fully-heavy $X(6900)$ [40] states make the whole picture extremely rich. The current status of charmonia is summarized in Fig. 4. Having a comprehensive description of these states will improve our understanding of the nonperturbative features of QCD. Most of the analyses from Belle and BaBar suffered from limited statistics, and strong claims were sometimes made with simplistic models on a handful of events. Currently running experiments like LHCb and BESIII have overcome this issue, providing extremely precise datasets, that also require more sophisticated analysis methods and theory inputs. Depending on their width and the production mechanism, the states can roughly be classified in narrow states produced in $b$-hadron decays and at $e^+e^-$ colliders, broad states produced in $b$-hadron decays, and states produced promptly at hadron machines. The narrow signals do not require a thorough understanding of interferences with the background. Since they often appear close to some open flavor threshold they call for analysis methods that incorporate such information and, to some extent, it is possible to give model-independent statements.

The $X(3872)$ is very special. It has $J^{PC} = 1^{++}$, violates isospin substantially decaying into $J/\psi\rho$ and $J/\psi\omega$ with similar rates, and lies exactly at the $\bar{D}D^*$ threshold. Its lineshape was recently studied by LHCb [41], which triggered several discussions [42]. The $Z_c(3900)$ (with $= 1^{+-}$) was seen as a peak in the $J/\psi\pi$ invariant mass in the $e^+e^- \rightarrow J/\psi\pi\pi$ process, and as an enhancement at the $DD^*$ threshold in $e^+e^- \rightarrow \pi D\bar{D}^*$. Similarly, a $Z'_c(4020)$ with the same quantum numbers peaks in $h_c\pi$ invariant mass in the $e^+e^- \rightarrow h_c\pi\pi$ process, and enhances the cross section at the $D^*\bar{D}^*$ threshold in $e^+e^- \rightarrow \pi D\bar{D}^*$. The system of two $1^{+-}$ at the two thresholds seems replicated in the bottomonium sector, by the $Z_b(10610)$ and $Z'_b(10650)$. The proximity to threshold motivated their identification as hadron molecules [43], but tetraquark interpretations are also viable [44]. The discovery of pentaquark candidates in $\Lambda_b^0 \rightarrow J/\psi pK^-\bar{K}^+$ decay in 2015 also produced effervescent theoretical efforts. The LHCb collaboration reported a narrow and a broad state, the $P_c(4450)$ and the $P_c(4380)$, with likely opposite parities [45]. The subsequent 1D analysis in 2019, with ten-times higher statistics, reported a composite structure of the narrow peak, that splits into $P_c(4440)$ and $P_c(4457)$, and found a new isolated peak, the $P_c(4312)$ [46]. The signals have been explained as compact five-quark states [47] or weakly bound meson-baryon molecules [48]. The effect of rescattering with the bachelor particle in a 3-body decay, enhanced by the so-called “triangle singularities”, can also mimic the presence of a resonance [2, 49].

The $Z_c(3900)$ and $P_c(4312)$ provide excellent examples of how to approach the study of signals close to thresholds in the heavy sector. The latter is particularly interesting as it appears as a very clean narrow isolated structure that peaks approximately 5 MeV below the $\Sigma^*_c\bar{D}^0$ threshold, making it a prime candidate for a hadron molecule composed of the two particles. The opening of a threshold can also generate a virtual state [50], when the interaction is attractive and generates a signal in the cross section, but is not strong enough to bind a state. A well-known example is in neutron-
FIG. 4: Summary of ordinary charmonia, XYZ and pentaquarks from PDG [1]. Figure from [52].

neutron scattering, where the cross section is enhanced at threshold, despite no dineutron bound state existing [51]. Compact pentaquark assignments cannot be excluded either. Each microscopic interpretation reflects into the analytic properties of the amplitude, and thus into the details of the line shape of the state. This is schematically represented in Fig. 5, where the pole position appear in different Riemann sheets, suggesting different interpretations.

For the pentaquark case, several analyses point to a bound state assignment [57, 58]. However, this can be biased by the fact that such bound states are built in the amplitude model adopted to fit the line shape. It is thus crucial to have complementary studies that keep the model assumptions to the bare minimum and investigate what data alone can tell us about the nature of the signal. This was done in [53] following the bottom-up approach. The amplitude is expanded model-independently at the \( \Sigma^+ D^0 \) threshold. If one expands at the lowest order, the amplitude features either bound or virtual states, depending on the sign of one of the amplitude parameters. A proper statistical analysis favors the virtual state interpretation at the 2.7\( \sigma \) level. The same analysis was performed using Neural Network in [59], as we will discuss in Section IV. Similar scenarios hold for the \( Z_c(3900) \), with the addition of a triangle singularity closeby that can play a major role. Data are available for two different final states, although data quality is not as good as for the \( P_c(4312) \). The analysis was done in [60, 61], but statistics prevents from drawing strong conclusions.

The lineshape of \( T_{cc}^{+} \) in \( D^0 D^0 \pi^+ \) is also known with great detail, and will be discussed in the context of 3-body interactions in Section II.

For the future, two complementary actions can be taken. On one hand, one has to verify the model predictions, in particular as for the existence of multiplets, or of flavor/spin partners. On the other hand, more and more precise data allow for lineshape studies as the examples given here. In this respect, PANDA will greatly improve the present limits of detector resolution, allowing us to sort the XYZ puzzle out.

II. 3-BODY PROBLEM

In recent years, the problem of describing multihadron scattering processes has generated significant interest. It is a known fact that most resonances couple strongly to three or more particles [1]. Some of these are exotics, as they do not fit the naïve quark model expectations, like the Roper resonance \( N(1440) \), the \( a_1(1420) \) seen by COMPASS [62, 63], and the hybrid candidate \( \pi_1(1600) \) discussed above [27, 64]. In the heavy sector, several XYZ states have significant three-particle decay modes, most notably the \( X(3872) \) and the \( T_{cc}^{+} \) [2]. Three-body couplings might lead to non-
standard line shapes and complicated structure of the amplitudes [49, 65], allowing for ambiguities in interpretations of the hadron of interest [2, 66, 67]. The spin structure also contains theoretical subtleties that have been often overlooked in the experimental analyses [68–70].

When dealing with three-body decays at low energies, the most rigorous formalism is the Khuri-Treiman (KT) equations [71]. The method has been validated against ππ scattering data [72] and is extensively applied in the study of the isospin breaking $\eta \to 3\pi$ [73], and several other reactions [74]. Among the various applications, the decay of $\omega, \phi \to 3\pi$ serves as one of the benchmark cases for dispersive formalisms. An example of a recent combined analysis of $\omega \to 3\pi$ and of the $\omega\pi^0$ transition form factor by JPAC is shown in Fig. 6, which points to the need of adding more subtractions than what is required by the minimal sum rules [56]. One of the most important applications is the precise calculation of the muon anomalous magnetic moment $(g-2)_\mu$, whose large discrepancy between theory [75] and experiment [76] is a promising signal of New Physics. The reaction $\gamma^* \to 3\pi$ can be built similarly to the previous ones [77, 78], and gives the second-largest individual contribution to the Hadron Vacuum Polarization [76]. It also enters the doubly virtual pion transition form factor [77], which in turn gives the leading contribution to the hadronic light-by-light [79]. These techniques can be extended to 3-body heavy meson decays, which are of interest for flavor physics. In this case, the larger phase-space might require extending the formalism to include Regge-like contributions.

Further advancements in extracting the hadron spectrum from experimental data require the use of $3 \to 3$ scattering amplitudes, for example like the ones developed in [82, 83]. Since these formalisms require to solve integral equations hard to implement in data analysis, it is possible to introduce additional assumptions or simplifications, which make the equation algebraic. This was done for example in [84] to describe the $a_1(1260)$ which dominates the $\tau \to 3\pi\nu$ decay [85, 86], or to describe the $\pi_2$ system in the $3\pi$ COMPASS dataset [52, 87]. The 3-body effects are most relevant for $D^0D^0\pi^+$ scattering, where the prominent $T^{\pm}_{12}$ signal reported in Fig. 6 is seen [38, 39], and have been studied with different levels of approximation in [39, 88, 89].

In addition to phenomenological studies, a tremendous effort has been put in calculating the resonant spectrum from first principles using Lattice QCD. Since simulations are performed for imaginary time, the $S$-matrix cannot be accessed directly. However, Lüscher quantization conditions relate the scattering observables to the volume dependence of the lattice spectrum [90, 91]. The $2 \to 2$ scattering has been generalized to any quantum numbers and masses of the four particles [92, 93]. Matrix elements can be calculated as well [94–96]. Many systems of physical relevance have

FIG. 5: Left panel: Schematic representation of the $Z_c(3900)$ amplitude near the $\bar{D}D^*$ threshold for complex values of energy. The adjacent Riemann sheets are continuously connected along the axes. Four possibilities for a resonant pole structure are depicted. A pole on the III sheet above the $DD^*$ threshold (red square) generates a usual Breit-Wigner-like lineshape and is likely due to a genuine QCD resonance. A pole on the I sheet below threshold (blue circle) is likely due to a bound state of $\bar{D}D^*$. Similarly, a pole on the IV sheet is not immediately visible on the physical region (orange), but enhances the threshold cusp. This is likely due to a virtual state. Figure from [52]. Right panel: Fits to the $J/\psi p$ mass distribution from LHCb [46] in the scattering length approximation. The solid line and green band show the result of the fit and the $1 \sigma$ confidence level provided by the bootstrap analysis, respectively. Figure from [53].
been studied [3]. The $3 \to 3$ generalization of the Lüsher’s idea has been developed, leading to different three-particle quantization conditions [97–102], that eventually proved to be equivalent. Such reaction depends upon 8 independent Mandelstam variables, which makes the formalism way more involved than Lüsher’s, and hence the first analyses focus on non-resonant systems [80, 103–105]. In Fig. 7 we show two examples, including the first extraction of a 3-body resonance in Lattice QCD [81]. All these works set the ground for future explorations in the few-body physics world.

We conclude by recalling that the quantization condition allows us to calculate the amplitude on the real axis numerically. However, it still has to be fitted with infinite volume amplitude parametrizations in order to perform the analytic continuation and extract the resonance information. This requires a parallel effort of phenomenology to provide more and more refined analytic tools.

III. PRODUCTION MECHANISMS

Understanding production mechanisms of (exotic) resonances offers complementary information to study their properties and eventually determine their nature. In the light sector, lots of data come from heavy hadron decays (produced e.g. at LHC, BESIII and, in the future, at Belle II), that can be analyzed with the multi-body techniques discussed in Section II. Other important processes are the diffractive dissociation of hadron (COMPASS, J-PARC) and lepton/photon beams (JLab and, in the future, the EIC), or the central/peripheral exclusive production at the LHC. These reactions at high energies are well understood in Regge theory. Processes are saturated by the exchange of a small number of towers of particles of increasing mass and spin in the cross-channel, named Reggeons. Each tower is referred to as a Regge trajectory, and its properties are inherited by the lightest particle belonging to it (Reggeon-particle duality). One can consider also trajectories dual to purely gluonic states, as the Pomeron and Odderon, that actually dominate the elastic scattering at high energies [106, 107]. In the dispersive language, each trajectory corresponds to a pole in the complex angular momentum plane of the cross-channel amplitude. One can introduce systematically also subleading terms, such as the exchange of heavier ‘daughter’ trajectories, or rescattering corrections that generate cuts in the complex angular momentum plane. This framework allows to predict hadro- and photoproduction cross sections and polarization observables at high energies [108, 109].

This high energy regime is smoothly connected to the resonance region, where the amplitude is saturated by a finite number of partial waves. One can write dispersion relations, that result in sum rules for partial waves that have to match the Regge expectations at high energies. This further constrains the available low-energy partial wave analyses, and eventually the extraction of resonance parameters [110]. These relations are generally called finite-energy sum rules (FESR). An example of matching between low- and high-energy regions is reported in Fig. 8. The inclusion of FESRs in the analysis of the mass dependence of two-body final states will be key in reducing systematic uncertainties.
FIG. 7: Left panel: The $2\pi^+$ and $3\pi^+$ finite-volume spectra in the center-of-momentum frame computed by HadSpec. Grey curves are the “non-interacting” finite-volume energies, while orange curves are predictions from the finite-volume formalism based only on the two-particle scattering length. Figure from [80]. Right panel: The $a_1(1260)$ pole positions from Lattice QCD, in blue. The PDG estimation is included as the orange rectangle. Possible extrapolations to the physical pion mass are reported as red stars. Figure from [81].

in the extraction of exotic candidates from the analysis of photoproduction experiments. While this has been studied extensively for single meson production, the extension to $2 \rightarrow 3$ reactions is presently under development. Simple Regge models for the asymptotic region have been proposed already [111]. Further steps require a joint effort of theory and experiments, in order to access kinematic regions that are usually overlooked.

For heavy hadrons, similar mechanisms can occur and can be studied with the same methods. Predictions of $XYZ$ and pentaquark peripheral photoproduction have been given [112, 113], and are currently being used to shape the spectroscopy program at the forthcoming EIC [114]. Additionally, one can obtain predictions for prompt inclusive production, for example with NRQCD [115]. Extracting the long-distance matrix elements from data, and comparing them with model expectations, can offer insights into the nature of exotic states [116]. Finally, modeling final state interactions of $XYZ$, for example in high multiplicity environments [117], also can give us yet another piece of the puzzle.

IV. TOOLS

Computing power has grown exponentially in the last decades. Heavily expensive statistical methods, based on pseudodata generation are becoming the standard tool to have a reliable error estimation on complicated models as the ones discussed above. Similarly, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have improved dramatically and can be applied to solve spectroscopy problems in a model-independent way.

Monte Carlo approaches allow for a systematic analysis of the statistical uncertainties. Most analyses at JPAC adopt statistical bootstrap as a resampling method to perform error analysis [119]. Model dependencies can be reduced with statistical learning (cross-validation, ridge methods, and stability selection) [120]. Clustering methods can be used to separate the physical resonances from the artifacts of the amplitude parametrizations [32, 52]. All these studies allow
FIG. 8: (left) Illustration of FESR. The Regge parametrization is equivalent to the average of the imaginary part of the amplitude. (right) The real part of the amplitude reconstructed from the dispersion relation (dashed) matches the original real part from the partial wave analysis of SAID (solid) \[118\]. Figures from \[56\].

one to give a robust determination of resonances and of their properties. Although computationally expensive, these kind of analyses will become mandatory for the interpretation of future high-precision data.

Recently, ML in the form of deep neural network (DNN) classifiers have been explored as a tool to gain insight on the underlying nature of the hadron states \[59, 121\]. The technique is very promising and complementary to the standard procedure. The idea is to teach the DNN how to recognize the nature of a state, more specifically in \[59\] how to distinguish virtual from bound states. The DNN targets specific regions of the parameter space (which yield stable solutions) that might be difficult to reach during optimization, or might require high-resolution data. Standard \(\chi^2\) fit can be indeed unstable, and a small change in the input data can induce large changes in the parameter values and therefore in the physics interpretation. Moreover, rather than testing a single model hypothesis as a \(\chi^2\) fit would, the DNN determines the probability of each of the classes of interest, given the experimental uncertainties. The latter is possible, since the DNN learns the subtle classification boundary between the different classes. Additionally, using a systematic method based on SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values it is possible to break down a prediction to show how each datapoint impacts classification as done in \[59\] for the LHCb data on the \(P_c(4312)\), as shown in Fig. 9.

The potential of ML for hadron spectroscopy is still largely unexplored. For example, one should study automatic methods to perform analytic continuation and hunt for resonances \[122\], or consider Neural Network parametrizations on which one can impose the S-matrix constraints numerically, on the lines of what done for parametrizing the parton distribution or spectral functions \[123\].

V. OUTLOOK

The ultimate goal of Hadron Spectroscopy is to infer the pattern that underlies the dynamics of quark and gluons, and produces the excited spectrum. To do so, it is necessary to have a precise determination of the resonance properties. The LHC experiments and BESIII are already recording data with unprecedented statistics. More exciting results are expected from JLab and Belle-II in the near future. Future planned facilities include Electron-Ion Colliders, a \(p\bar{p}\) machine at the charm energies (PANDA), and COMPASS++/AMBER able to run with a variety of beam species. In addition, in the near future Lattice QCD is expected to deliver new observables that are unaccessible experimentally. These precise datasets require adequate analysis and theoretical methods, as the one discussed in this White Paper. Extracting the resonance parameters and understanding the different production mechanisms give a complete description of the excited states, that will allow to establish their nature with great accuracy. The use of proper statistical tools and machine learning algorithms will produce model-independent robust results.

For these analyses to be successful, we stress the importance of tight collaborative efforts between theorists and experimentalists, in the same spirit as the ones pioneered by JPAC.
FIG. 9: The $P_c(4312)$ data from LHCb [46] (left axis) and breakdown of the of their mean SHAP values (right axis) as a function of the $J/ψ p$ invariant mass for the four classes. The SHAP values provide how much a certain data-point favors or disfavors a particular class. Figure from [59].
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